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PERSPECTIVE: 2022
November 2021 Issue
Publish Your Top Executive’s Vision of What’s Ahead!
Overview: Human Resource Executive’s® Perspective: 2022 offers a unique opportunity

to tell over 65,000 Print, 54,000 App and 100,000 Digital Edition HR decision-makers what
your top executive feels is the most important challenge HR Executives will face in 2022.
Don’t miss your opportunity to be part of the What’s Ahead pages of the Perspective: 2022.
Published in the November 2021 issue of Human Resource Executive, and included in our
digital version. This is your company’s chance to identify challenges ahead and how possibly
your company’s products or solutions could assist.

Includes: When you buy 1 tabloid advertisement in the November 2021 issue you’ll receive:
“What’s Ahead” Guidelines
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Employment Branding and the
Increasing Talent Gap

T

here’s something missing in the way
we talk about talent acquisition. While
technology has changed the face of the
recruiting landsape, providing more channels
than ever before to identify and attract talent,
more than one third of hiring managers have
positions that remain open for 12 weeks or
longer.1 And, 83 percent of organizations
report they are still struggling to find quality
candidates.2 The media promotes enthusiastic
messaging around candidate availablity after
a long pause in the market, while the United
States’ unemployment rate stands at 7.3
percent.3 Where’s the missing link? It may
come down to the rising talent gap.

What is the Talent Gap?
The idea that candidates are widely available
due to economic recovery is misleading as
highly skilled workers that many organizations
are struggling to find are not likely to be
unemployed. According to the Bureau of Labor
Statistics, the unemployment rate for individuals
over 25 with a bachelor’s degree is 3.5 percent,
compared to a 7.6 percent unemployment rate
for those with just a high school education.4 So,
while plenty of candidates are available, they
may not be the candidates your organization
needs.
As organizations assess their candidate
needs, addressing the quality talent shortage
will become more critical. The talent is there,
but the methods for attracting top talent must
address their needs—whereas the current
methods of finding and attracting candidates
are often focused on casting a wide net and
bringing as much talent into a talent pool as
possible. While effective for some positions, the
types of people required for skilled work are
less likely to be swayed by such strategies.

Employment Branding
In our increasingly consumer-driven society,
a strong employer brand is crucial to ensuring
your organization finds the talent it needs
to remain competitive, but it is frequently
overlooked.

Creating specific employment-branded
communication avenues for the highly skilled
talent that most organizations struggle to find
helps those candidates more easily identify
your organization as an employer of choice.
Developing methods for keeping those
candidates interested in your organization is
the next step, and talent communities are an
important part of that process.

Employment Branding—Talent
Communities
Talent communities became a buzzword as
soon as they hit the scene, but for far too many
organizations, “talent community” became
just another place to store contact information.
Oftentimes, the talent was there, but the
community wasn’t.
Some of the issues with ineffective talent
communities include a lack of branding,
sites that are too general and a failure to
interact with talent. When developing a talent
community, it’s essential to identify those
potential pitfalls and remove them in the design
stage.
Organizations that build talent communities
around the needs of the talent they want will be
more successful at attracting candidates.

Developing a Talent Community
When used in conjunction with strategic
employment branding, talent communities can
become a robust tool to help organizations
ease their talent gaps. A true talent community
will attract quality candidates while building
relationships between individuals and
companies.
A catch-all talent community, however,
is no better for finding highly sought-after
candidates than a general job posting. The
types of people who have the skills companies
are interested in are more likely to be highly
motivated, and more interested in discussing
specific topics than in joining a general
candidate pool.
It’s important to design a talent community
around the skill areas most essential for your

organization’s recruiting purposes. Allow
potential candidates to find the niche of their
interest, and encourage the development of
community along those lines. The connections
and referrals built through a targeted and
specific group tailored to the interests of those
with in-demand skills will produce the best
hires.
A talent community requires internal
investment as well. A talent community
that has no interaction from recruiters or
existing employees with key skill sets will
fail.
To attract talent and keep individuals
engaged, the talent community has to
receive input from the company. Recruiters
should contact candidates to thank them
for joining and reach out to them about
opportunities, and employees should be
encouraged to engage talent community
members in discussion. These tactics
showcase an organization’s human side
and investment in talent, and make the
talent community and job opportunities
attractive to highly skilled candidates.

YOUR AD HERE

Closing the Talent Gap
Employment branding and talent
communities are two important steps toward
closing the talent gap for many organizations.
The market is always changing, and
organizations that want to remain competitive
must develop the right strategies for
connecting with the best talent at the optimal
moment.

Footnotes

1. CareerBuilder, 2013
2. RPO Association, Top 4 Recruiting Challenges for 2013, February 2013
3. Bureau of Labor Statistics, National Employment Report, September 2013
4. Bureau of Labor Statistics, Economic News Release, September 2013
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SPECIAL ADVERTISING SECTION

Human Resource Executive® is offering a unique opportunity for your company
leaders to share their views of future HR challenges and solutions with more than
65,000 HR executives who subscribe to the magazine.

 Be sure to write about the topic highlighted in bold above and don’t write about
your company and products. (This is a chance for you to share your strategic
vision, and we reserve the right to edit anything that sounds too promotional.)

As part of our special Perspective: 2022 that will appear in the November 2021
issue of HRE, your company’s CEO, president or other top leader is invited to write
a guest byline called “What’s Ahead.” Each byline will look forward to what that
company leader considers to be the most pressing business challenge for 2022
and what HR should be doing to address it.

 We encourage you to have an “offi cer of the company” byline the “What’s
Ahead.”

Don’t miss your opportunity to be part of Perspective: 2022! This is your chance to
speak with authority about the issues HR decision-makers care about most!
Below are a few items to keep in mind as you plan to promote your company in this
special write-up of the top HR challenges and solutions employers should keep in
mind for the year ahead.
Maximum word count: Tabloid (750 words), 1/2 Tabloid (400 words)
 You’re welcome to write about any challenges and opportunities you consider
important to the HR community. While we expect many of the vendor
contributors will focus on their particular disciplines (i.e., retirement, screening,
HR technology, talent management, etc.), you don’t have to limit your response
to your particular segment of the market.

 Make sure you direct your comments to a senior HR executive audience.
 In crafting your “What’s Ahead,” we encourage you to be original in your
thinking and thought-provoking in your writing.
 Submit your “What’s Ahead” as a Word document to Joe Ciocca at
jciocca@lrp.com. Include your company name, the contributor’s name and title,
company location (city and state), and url.
Also, please submit a color photo of the author (save as a TIFF or JPEG at a
resolution of 266 dpi or higher). E-mail the photo to Joe Ciocca.
We will select artwork that helps to illustrate your byline. The “What’s Ahead”
features will be attractively presented. Our art director and editors will select,
with care, a photo or illustration that complements your topic.

Close Date for Perspective: October 1, 2021

